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Anti-Federalist #80
Directions: Place the letter corresponding to your word choice to fill the blank in the quotes and paraphrased
excerpts from the reading.
Word Box
A. justify
E. impose
I. removed

I

________ 1.

H

________ 2.

B

________ 3.

J

________ 4.

C

________ 5.

E

________ 6.

D

________ 7.

G

________ 8.

A

________ 9.

F

________ 10.

B. technical
F. shape
J. state

C. spirit
G. probable

D. persistent
H. ambiguous

The only causes for which judges may be ________ are a conviction of treason, bribery and high
crimes and misdemeanors.
The powers expressly given to the court are _________ and judges will be able to through their
decisions put into place whatever they want in the constitution.
Brutus accuses the drafters of avoiding addressing the objects to the drafted judiciary by putting
their explanations in too _________ of terms for understanding.
The power of the court not only threatens the federal government but could lead to a total
undermining of the _______ judiciaries as well.
With the jurisdiction of this court in cases in equity, they are empowered to explain the
constitution according to the _______ of it, without being confined to the words or letter of the
constitution.
Most of the articles of the proposed constitution are conceived in general and indefinite terms
which require long definitions to unfold their meaning, whereby the court will _________ its
own self-serving definitions.
Every body of men invested with office is ___________ for power and it is in their interest to
hand down their offices with the rights and privileges that they lacked during their own term.
Judges will be interested to extend the powers of the courts and to construe the constitution as
much as possible in such a way as to benefit the judges’ power and that judges will extend powers
is __________.
The new judiciary only has to follow the example of the courts in England to ________
expanding their power.
This power in the judicial will enable judges to _________ the government any way they please.
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The only causes for which judges may be ________ are a conviction of treason, bribery and high
crimes and misdemeanors.

________ 2.

The powers expressly given to the court are _________ and judges will be able to through their
decisions put into place whatever they want in the constitution.

________ 3.

Brutus accuses the drafters of avoiding addressing the objects to the drafted judiciary by putting
their explanations in too _________ of terms for understanding.
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The power of the court not only threatens the federal government but could lead to a total
undermining of the _______ judiciaries as well.

________ 5.

With the jurisdiction of this court in cases in equity, they are empowered to explain the
constitution according to the _______ of it, without being confined to the words or letter of the
constitution.
Most of the articles of the proposed constitution are conceived in general and indefinite terms
which require long definitions to unfold their meaning, whereby the court will _________ its
own self-serving definitions.
Every body of men invested with office is ___________ for power and it is in their interest to
hand down their offices with the rights and privileges that they lacked during their own term.

________ 6.
________ 7.
________ 8.
________ 9.
________ 10.
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